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Mobile Optimised Websites 

How To Connect With Your Mobile Audience 
 

The Importance Of Having A Mobile Friendly Website 

Consumers today have many different options when it comes to 

choosing a company that offers the type of products and services they 

need. Therefore, you must do everything in your power to get as 

much attention on YOUR business as you can, in order to out-do your 

competitors. 

 

Most businesses these days are reliant, to some degree, on attracting 

sales via the internet. Social Media, Search Engine Optimisation, Video 

Marketing, and many other online methods are helping businesses 

connect with their customers and prospects.  

 

However, many companies are missing out on one crucial piece of the 

puzzle when it comes to effectively marketing their business online. 

 

A mobile friendly version of their website 

 

Take a look around, while walking down 

the street. Take a look around your own 

household. One thing that almost 

everyone has in common today is that 

we cannot function without our mobile 

devices. 

 

The current sales boom in smart phones 

and tablets means that more and more 

people are accessing the internet via a 

mobile device every day.  
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As the 4G network continues to 

expand across the globe, mobile 

internet usage is expected to 

expand right along with it.  As the 

next wave of mobile devices 

becomes cheaper in price, they will 

also become more advanced with 

the ability to handle even more 

complex tasks.  

 

As a result, internet access via mobile devices is set to exceed desktop 

computer access in the very near future . 

In order that small companies can compete with the big online 

businesses, they need to have a strong online mobile web presence 

that clearly directs people to their products, services and location.  

 

A strong, profitable website structure is vital if you want to convert 

your website visitors into revenue. However, if your website does not 

offer a mobile friendly version, you are missing out on a large 

percentage of potential visitors to your website. 

 

Because of the way that smart phones and tablets display web pages, 

a website that looks great on a desktop may be hard to navigate and 

difficult to read on a mobile device.  

 

Today’s search engines are designed to be more device specific in 

their results pages. This means that a website that is not mobile 

optimised, may not even appear on the search engine results pages, 

for mobile internet users.  

 

However, many website owners fail to see the impact this could have 

on their ability to profit in these tough economic times. Overlooking 

this powerful form of online marketing is a huge mistake. 
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The Current Growth in Mobile Internet Usage 

As the mobile networks continue to expand and improve, using the 

internet on the go is fast becoming a standard practice for most 

people today. 

 

This trend is not expected to slow down any time soon! 

 

Mobile internet usage is expected to grow at a rate of 16.6% per 

annum as the use of PC’s and land line internet connections continue 

to decline.  

 

There are now more registered mobile phones in the UK than 

people! 

 

Furthermore, recent statistics show 

that the number of online searches 

from a mobile device is doubling every 

two months, and 31% of users have 

used their smart phone to make an 

online purchase. 

  

This massive growth of mobile usage, coupled with the huge growth in 

mobile internet traffic, is a strong indication that a large portion of any 

company’s website visitors will probably come from a mobile device. 

 

We live in a modern world where mobile phones have become more of 

a necessity rather than a luxury. Global mobile phone subscribers are 

in the neighbourhood of 6 billion and counting.  

In a nutshell, almost everyone in the world has a mobile phone or has 

access to one. This simply means that your business marketing 

strategy should be planned with the inclusion of connecting with 

consumers via their mobile devices. 
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People have become so addicted to their mobile phones, that a large 

percentage of us go to bed with them within arms reach. Almost every 

mobile phone owner takes their mobile phones with them everywhere 

they go.   

We are far away from the once popular landline phones, which were 

only used as a way to verbally communicate with others. Today, we 

are in a whole new age, where the more dynamic smart phones are in 

wide use. 

Mobile smart phones can do so 

much more than just voice calls; 

they have the capability to access 

the internet as well as the ability 

to send text  messages, and 

receive email. Therefore, the 

marketing possibilities are 

endless. 

The smart phone is probably the 

best thing to ever happen to the 

human race because it has all of 

the capabilities of a computer, 

except a smart phone can fit into 

the palm of your hand or your 

pocket. 

The number of people using smart phones to visit different websites is 

on the rise, which should be the motivation you need to develop a 

mobile friendly website. 

Imagine the number of customers you probably lose every day 

because they have experienced problems viewing your traditional 

website on their mobile device.  

Any business looking to grow their online customer base should 

strongly consider the development of a mobile optimised website.  
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A Comparison Of Standard Websites And Their Mobile 

Friendly Versions 

Have you ever visited a website using your smart phone and the 

loading process seemed like ages? If so, then you already understand 

how frustrating it is. This is exactly what your prospects and 

customers endure if you do not have a mobile optimised website.  

There are a number of simple reasons why a standard website will not 

display well on a mobile device. The most common one is the size.  

 

Standard web pages are generally designed to be viewed at a screen 

resolution of 1024x768, but most mobile devices, like smart phones, 

have screens that are around 320x480 pixels. 

 

This makes viewing a 

standard website on a 

mobile device extremely 

difficult in most cases. 

While some mobile devices 

are finding ways to work 

around this problem, most 

traditional websites still do 

not function well on mobile 

devices.  

 

In fact, navigating a standard web page can be a real problem 

because mobile devices do not have mouse style pointers, which 

makes it difficult to click on tabs and links.   

 

The smaller memory size of mobile devices also means that the active 

elements of a web page, such as java script, will not display well, if at 

all, on a mobile device.  

 

Manufacturers of these devices are working on improving their 

performance in these areas. But in the meantime, traditional websites 

take a very long time to load and can create a bad user experience for 

your mobile visitors. 
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In order to create a pleasant viewing experience for mobile users, it is 

vital to take these factors into account when planning the design and 

content for your mobile website.  

 

Make sure that your mobile site prominently displays your important 

information and that the pages still look professionally attractive to 

your visitors.  

 

The general formatting of your mobile pages should be vertical, so 

that it is easy to just scroll down to the necessary information.  

 

The speed at which a mobile site loads is really important to its 

success. Therefore, it is best to remove many of the larger active 

elements from the mobile version of your website.  

 

This will keep the downloadable file size to a minimum and ensure that 

your mobile web pages load quickly. This way, you won’t lose the 

visitor while he or she is waiting for the page to fully display. 

 

Another important strategy for attracting mobile 

traffic to your website is to make sure your site is 

indexed in the mobile search engine results.  The 

major search engines, such as Google, are now 

able to determine which results to display based 

upon the source device of the search query.  

 

This means that search engines such as Google 

Mobile, will favour websites that will display 

correctly on a mobile device, at the top of the 

mobile search engine results. Obviously, those 

pages will receive a greater percentage of the 

potential mobile traffic.  

 

Because many businesses will not make the extra effort to design a 

web page specifically for their mobile customers, they stand to miss 

out on a lot of potential revenue.  
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Top Tips for Creating a Mobile Friendly Version of Your 

Website 

The first thing to consider when designing a mobile version of your 

website is the screen size. Simply having your online content 

formatted to display well on handheld devices can improve the mobile 

traffic to your website. However, do not overstuff your mobile website 

with unnecessary information, bells and whistles.  

 

Due to the fact that local businesses 

heavily rely on foot traffic from their 

local area, be sure to make your 

phone number and location clearly 

visible on your mobile websites home 

page.  

 

Mobile internet users are “on the go” 

and are usually looking to call you up or visit your premises – that’s it. 

So make it super easy for them to phone or visit you. 

 

As great as all of the graphics on your standard site may be, they are 

likely to slow down the speed at which your web pages will display on 

small mobile devices. It is therefore best to keep them to a minimum 

or to dispose of them altogether when building your mobile optimised 

website. 

  

Mobile devices tend to break up long pages of content into smaller, 

broken down pages of content. So it is best to circumvent this by 

editing your content to display in smaller, screen-sized blocks. 

 

Take control over how your pages display entirely. Put yourself in your 

mobile customers shoes and take a look at each of your mobile web 

pages. Is it easy for you to access the information your mobile users 

will need while on the go?     
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When you have trimmed your 

mobile website down to a 

reasonable level of content, it 

is a good idea to take a look 

at it on a number of different 

mobile devices to see if the 

website has any display 

problems. 

 

Once you have configured your website to display correctly on mobile 

devices, the next step is to make sure that it gets indexed in the 

mobile search engines so that your customers can easily find it.  

 

Most searches from mobile devices are fifteen letters or less, so it is 

necessary for your mobile configured web pages to use shorter 

keywords. This is because you have to keep your mobile content to a 

workable size. So the more accurate the keywords are, the more likely 

your mobile customers will find what they are looking for; which could 

result in even more sales for your business. 

 

To make sure that your website is visible to the search engine 

crawlers, you should submit your mobile site map to the search 

engines to give them a head start on the job of indexing your content.  

 

Running a mobile website in tandem to your established, traditional 

website essentially doubles your web presence. Being able to do this 

by using the same amount of content, or less, can be extremely 

profitable for your business.  

 

Keeping your mobile content simple will not only make it easy and fast 

to download, but will ensure that your mobile customers find the 

information they need without all the hassle. 
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Most importantly, it will show them how convenient it is to do business 

with you. By making it easier for your customers to connect with your 

business while on the go, you are providing the foundation for not only 

more sales, but for more long-term, loyal customer relationships. 

 

When consumers run into websites that are 

difficult to view on their mobile devices, 

they quickly exit them and move on to one 

of your competitors’ sites. 

 

However, when they find a dependable, 

easy loading website, that they can access 

while conducting business via their smart 

phone, they are likely to come back time 

and time again. 

 

Based on the recent statistics about the massive increases in mobile 

internet usage, your mobile site could eventually be even more 

successful than your standard business website.  

 

The continued growth of mobile devices means that it is going to be 

crucial for you to market your business directly to these mobile 

consumers. 

 

Those businesses who realise this and take action on this new-age 

form of digital technology, will be the first to reap the great rewards 

that mobile websites offer. 

 

Is it time for your business to develop a mobile optimised website 

strategy, that will help you connect with your mobile audience and 

capitalise on the enormous growth of mobile technology? 
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Mobile Smart Phone Internet Usage Statistics 

 51% of the total UK population owns a smart phone (32.2 million) 

 78% do not leave home without it 

 65% expect the websites viewed to be as easy to use as on a 

desktop computer 

 52% use their smart phone to access the internet multiple times, 

each day 

 35% expect to spend more time online in the future 

 60% use their smart phone to search for specific product 

information 

 31% purchased a product or service using their smart phone 

 29% have searched for travel and holiday information 

 16% have searched for a flat or house 

 16% have searched for jobs 

 37% searched for a restaurant or pub 

 52% use a search engine on a daily basis 

 59% only view the first page of the search engine results 

 24% view the first two pages of the search engine results 

 7% view the first five pages of the search engine results 

 12% respond to an offline advertisement in a newspaper or 

magazine each month 

 44% go on to visit the traditional business website 

 40% personally visit a local business/shop 

 35% call the business for further information 

Source: Google - Our Mobile Planet — February 2013 
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Create A Mobile Optimised Website For Your Online Business 

Today! 

We would hope that you have found this report to be educational and 

that we have helped you to identify an important area of improvement 

for your online business.  

The perceived cost of re-designing your entire website will prevent 

many businesses from considering the development of a mobile 

optimised website. 

 

When in reality, it is a really simple, highly affordable, and 

profitable task.  

 

In addition to building mobile optimised websites, Getonfast specialise 

in helping businesses to improve their current internet marketing 

efforts and have developed a range of highly effective online 

marketing services to help you to improve the profitability of your 

website. 

If you would like more information about the design of a mobile 

friendly website for your business please do not hesitate to contact us 

for a free consultation or visit our main site Here 

 

 

 

 

You may also be interested in our FREE Fatal Website Mistakes To 

Avoid Report. 
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